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The Government put a TV and a Telephone in Peoples Houses, forcefully without consent, estate
taxes are communism period. https://archive.org/details/flag-stabbing-session My Fathers Father
Frank Rejected the Telephone and protested against the Government. To take someones estate
you must first implement a TV/Radio/Phone into the estate by force against the non-aggression
principle. The non-aggression principle does not exist after Noble Gold of 1870. First the
Transistor then the TV/Radio/Telephone, then the Computer the tools for Eugenics and
Dysgenics wrapped in poisonous plastic. So gang stalking goes back to your mothers mother and
dads dad and they do the same life insurance bastard cake will thing. The only reason why they
put a transistor device (a telephone) or (a radio) or (a TV) in ones own estate was to take away
ones estate by Taxing it just like every other Zionist Communist would 100M Russians much.
They make them a slave to the Columbia District and London/Rome/Israel. London/Rome/Israel/
Columbia/Swissyland = Do you see the picture of shell? Computers, Transistors, Ballast
Transformers, LEDS, Non LW Edisons, Telephones, Cell Phones, Capacitive Touch, are all
Eugenics/Dysgenics tools, plastics are never going to be fully non toxic only glass will. As earth
liberation front says Glass/Hemp Paper/Carbon Steel/Cast Iron/Sterling Silver 925 mint/Tubes
not Transistors/Magnetwire not VHS with DTMF tones. Deforestation and 3M/Dupont why the
Oxygen Saturation is lower than ever. Even ATWA of Charles Manson says now the water is so
polluted you have to distill it to 5 PPM just to drink it and a dogs piss is cleaner than it. The
Biosphere of today, then 100 years ago from 2020 and you see all forestry. Canada has most of the
Major forestry as we know it to be, and some empty land in the Gulf of Mexico also known as
slab city, The tropics has uninhabited land and people have seen it ESP/CRV/TRV/ERV/OOBE
with Zebras, wild animals, and it is not like on TV, the environment is much cleaner and the state
kicks us off from ever accessing it, thanks to passports, only Zionists can have 6 passports. The
Telephone and Radio/TV lead to the Transistor and CPU Crap of today which all has a MSIL
Mossad Backdoored CPU esp 64 bit. Analogue Tapes as non-video have no IMEI data or DTMF
Tones. Track0 and Firmware plus all of todays schematics are "closed source". Before the BIOS
we had the Commodore 64 and others. They look at the Timestamps, Serial Numbers,
Checksums, UUID, CUSIP, ASIN, DOI, ISBN, all UCC Coding and based on Vatican Roman
Law. Magnet Wire and Dictophones can be re-made with 3D Printer Reel. There are Magnet
Wire Types that don't jam up or break also. They want Pure logs of all titles, IMEI, Timestamps,
Caching, logging. Then came the Computer, Then WiFi enabled TVs and Exploding Ballast
Transformers in CFLS and LEDs. My family will mock anyone who refuses the Telephone or
mentions the NSA/Mossad/CIA/GCHQ and gladly watch lots of Television also. They also claim
Anti Vaxxers are nuts and Psychiatric Drugs work. They made TVs Mandatory in Communist
Countries, that simple. The Same Russian Genocide, but with a Telephone instead of TV. 100
Million Russians Dying to Communism was why Mien Kampf was written, Chief Rabbi Yosef
made a video of it also. If my homeowners association does not allow burning flags, then I can
just stab the Zionist, ADL, and Rainbow Flaggets.
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Estate tax is communism- my family lost 1ks in BS taxes and the estate sale. We had 1ks in silver
alone. My mom got cancer, lost insurance we had to sell the home and pay out of pocket. The deal
is to take as much from people as is possible to weaken the populace making them easier to
control through desperation
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@Miss Mia Culpa YouTube >> Is Your House an Asset? Let Robert Kiyosaki explain to you

